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The boom of e-commerce in the globe in recent years has expedited the expansion of fulfillment

infrastructures by e-retailers. While e-retailers are building more and more mini-warehouses close to end customers
to offer faster delivery service than ever, the associated fulfillment costs have skyrocketed. In this paper, we study a
real-time fulfillment problem in a two-layer RDC-FDC distribution network that has been implemented in practice by
major e-retailers. In such a network, the upper layer contains larger regional distribution centers (RDCs) and the
lower layer contains smaller front distribution centers (FDCs). We allow order split: an order can be split and fulfilled
from multiple warehouses at an additional cost. The objective is to minimize the routine fulfillment costs. We study
real-time algorithms with performance guarantees in both settings with and without demand forecasts. We also
complement our theoretical results by conducting a numerical study by using real data from Alibaba.
This is joint work with Xinshang Wang (Alibaba) and Yanyang Zhao (Chicago Booth).
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stochastic inventory theory by using asymptotic analysis has been recognized with several INFORMS paper
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His work with JD.com on dispatching algorithms for robots in unmanned warehouses was recognized as a finalist for
the INFORMS 2021 Franz Edelman Award, with an estimate of billions of dollars in savings. His research motivated by
Walmart online grocery's recommendation-at-checkout-system received the 2017 CSAMSE (Chinese Scholars
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PhD courses at the University of Chicago.
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